The diffusion coefficient is calculated for a charge propagating along a double-stranded DNA, while it interacts with the nonlinear fluctuational openings of base pairs. The latter structural dynamics of DNA is described by the Peyrard-Bishop-Dauxois model [T. Dauxois, M. Peyrard, and A. R. Bishop, Phys. Rev. E 47, R44 (1993)], which represents essential anharmonicities of base-pair stretchings. The dependence of the diffusion coefficient on the temperature and the electron-phonon coupling constant is presented. The diffusion coefficient decreases when either the temperature or the electron-phonon coupling increases. Analytical expressions are provided that describe the temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient. The variation of the parameters of these expressions with the electron-phonon coupling constant is also discussed. These results quantitatively demonstrate how DNA structural nonlinear dynamics affects macroscopic charge transport properties.
I. INTRODUCTION
DNA has been extensively used in nanotechnology, due to its exceptional recognition properties, for directing the self-assembly of molecules and nanoparticles or for designing a variety of nanostructures [1] [2] [3] . Because of these exciting applications, the charge transport properties of DNA have attracted a lot of interest [4] . Furthermore, long-range charge transfer along DNA can be exploited by living cells for sensing DNA damages and replication errors or for responding to oxidative stress conditions [5] .
Two kinds of experimental procedures have been used in order to investigate the ability of DNA molecules to conduct a charge: (i) charge transfer studies between donors and acceptors in relatively short DNA segments [6, 7] and (ii) macroscopic measurements of the electric current resulting from an applied voltage between electrodes connected through DNA molecules [8, 9] . Several reviews summarize the results of corresponding theoretical and experimental studies [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Theoretical investigations of charge transport properties in DNA are complicated, not only due to the intrinsic disorder caused by the different nucleobases present in DNA [15, 16] but also because of the softness of the biomolecule. DNA structural dynamics drastically affects the electronic parameters for charge transfer between base pairs along the DNA sequence [17, 18] . Therefore, electron-phonon interactions are important for charge propagation in DNA. To isolate the effects of electron-phonon coupling from those due to disorder, many studies have considered homogeneous DNA sequences, where the charge carrier interacts with various base-pair degrees of freedom, typically forming polarons [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
The dominant electron-phonon coupling mechanism is not yet known, as there are many kinds of base-pair motions that could be strongly coupled to the on-site energies or hopping transfer integrals pertinent for charge transport. For example, the twist or rise of adjacent base pairs is likely to significantly alter hopping transfer integrals [31] [32] [33] .
Here we want to emphasize the important role played by the anharmonicities of DNA dynamics on charge transport properties. For an accurate description of DNA nonlinear dynamics, the propagating charge is coupled with the PeyrardBishop-Dauxois (PBD) model [34] . This dynamical model successfully represents the nonlinearities of stretching vibrations of hydrogen-bonded bases within a base pair [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . The accurate description of experimental results related to base-pair openings in the DNA melting regime [36, 38, 39] , as well as at physiological temperatures [37] , has led to the use of the PBD model for investigating both biological [40] [41] [42] and physical properties of DNA bubbles [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] .
In an earlier work [49] , the effect of nonlinear thermal fluctuations on the diffusion of a charge carrier coupled to the PBD model has been investigated for weak electron-phonon coupling. At higher temperatures, where the anharmonicities of structural dynamics become important, signatures of anomalous diffusive behavior were observed. This was manifested by the appearance of sublinear diffusion and a plateau in the charge's mean-squared displacement, before the expected long-time behavior, as well as by a significant degree of heterogeneity among the trajectories of individual thermal realizations. The observed anomalous diffusion drastically affects the macroscopic transport properties of the charge, as revealed by the substantial decrease and the strong temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient [49] . Here the variation of the diffusion coefficient on both the temperature and the electron-phonon coupling constant is investigated.
In the next section the electron-phonon coupled model used for describing charge transport is introduced. Section III contains the results concerning the numerical calculations of the diffusion coefficient for various temperatures and electronphonon couplings. Section IV concludes this work.
II. THE MODEL
Charge transport through π -orbital overlap of successive base pairs in double-stranded DNA can be described by a tight-binding Hamiltonian,
where t c is the hopping transfer integral, the index n labels base pairs along the DNA sequence, and c † n and c n are the charge's creation and annihilation operators, respectively, at the base pair located at site n. Homopolymer DNA sequences are considered here in order to isolate the effects of nonlinear structural dynamics from static disorder. A value of t c = 0.1 eV is used in this work. Estimates of this parameter range from 0.06-0.14 eV for hole transport in poly(G)-poly(C) DNA and from 0.03-0.11 eV for electron transport in poly(A)-poly(T) DNA [10, 32, 50, 51] .
The structural dynamics of DNA base-pair openings is described by the nonlinear PBD model [34] :
where the classical variable y n represents the displacement from equilibrium (stretching) of the base pair at site n, the first term of the right-hand side is the corresponding kinetic energy, the Morse potential
describes the effective on-site interaction of complementary bases within a base pair, and the anharmonic inter-base-pair coupling potential
describes the stacking interaction between adjacent base pairs. The parameters of the PBD Hamiltonian are m = 300 amu, D = 0.04 eV, a = 4.45Å −1 , k = 0.04 eV/Å 2 , ρ = 0.5, and β = 0.35Å −1 [34] . The simplest way to take into account effects of chargelattice interaction is through a linear coupling of the charge's on-site energy with the lattice displacements y n , as proposed in Holstein model [52, 53] . This interaction is represented by a Hamiltonian term
where χ is the corresponding electron-phonon coupling constant. Since there are no estimates in the literature regarding the particular value of χ , results are presented here for electronphonon couplings ranging from 0.3 eV/Å up to 2.3 eV/Å. These values of χ explore the whole regime from the weak to the strong electron-phonon coupling limit [54] . Therefore, the total Hamiltonian of the system consisting of the propagating charge interacting with the structural dynamics of DNA reads
It has been shown that such a coupling of a charge carrier in DNA with the considered degrees of freedom affects charge transport at the microscopic level [20] [21] [22] , as well as macroscopic transport parameters [49, 55] . Using a semiclassical description [53] , the evolution of the charge's tight-binding wave function n is obtained through a time-dependent Schrödinger equation,
while the dynamics of base-pair stretchings y n is given by classical equations of motion:
where V is the Morse potential, Eq. (3), W is the stacking interaction, Eq. (4), and a prime denotes differentiation with respect to y n . The last two terms in Eq. (8) represent temperature effects through a Langevin description [21, 22] , providing thermal fluctuations in structural dynamics. f n (t) is a random force characterized by the following statistical properties: f n (t) = 0 and f n (t)f n (t ) = 2k B T mγ δ n,n δ(t − t ), where k B is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. The value γ = 0.005 psec −1 has been chosen for the friction constant in our simulations, apart from an initial preheating period of about 100 psec at each realization, where this value was set to 0.05 psec −1 . These choices are based on previous studies of the same model in the same temperature region [21] , where several test simulations for various values of γ in the range 0.0025 to 0.05 psec −1 were performed, producing similar results. Because the preheating period in such simulations is inversely proportional to γ , a higher value of γ is used in the preheating period in order to get computationally more efficient simulations. The preheating period is the same for each temperature and electron-phonon coupling constant considered here.
In the model used, the charge carrier evolution is affected by DNA structural dynamics through the last term of Eq. (7), where it can be seen that base-pair stretchings provide fluctuating on-site energies for the propagating charge.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The diffusion coefficient is calculated through the long-time behavior of the charge's mean-squared displacement, where the latter is averaged over an ensemble of different realizations of thermally fluctuating DNA dynamics. At each realization the lattice is first thermalized at temperature T during the preheating period. In this period only the Hamiltonian (2) is considered and Eq. (8) without the χ | n | 2 term is solved, starting with the initial condition of all base pairs at equilibrium (all stretchings y n = 0 and the corresponding velocities dy n /dt = 0). When the preheating period is completed the lattice exhibits thermal fluctuations corresponding to the selected temperature. Then the charge is initially localized on a single base pair at the center of the DNA chain, let's say at site n = 0, i.e., n (t = 0) = δ n,0 and the term χ | n | 2 is switched on in Eq. (8) . Equations (7) and (8) provide the evolution of the system and the mean-squared displacement of the charge is calculated as
where l = 3.4Å is the distance between neighboring base pairs [56] . Ensemble averages x 2 (t) are obtained over 100-200 different thermal realizations of DNA structural fluctuations, depending on the value of T and χ (the larger the T or χ , the more realizations are necessary to obtain sufficient 051905-2 statistics). Using this procedure, calculations of x 2 (t) have been performed for different values of the electron-phonon coupling constant, from χ = 0.3 eV/Å up to 2.3 eV/Å at various temperatures ranging from T = 10 K to T = 350 K. For a fixed T and χ a particular size of the DNA chain is chosen, such that the charge does not reach the boundaries during the maximum simulated time. Because the charge diffuses faster or slower depending on T and χ , different DNA sizes were chosen in each case, varying from 400 to 15 000 base pairs. Larger sizes were used for smaller temperatures and electron-phonon couplings, where the charge moves faster and can reach larger distances in the simulated times. Figure 1 shows the typical behavior of x 2 (t) . For short times, of the order of fsec, there is a ballistic evolution x 2 ∼ t 2 , while at later times, of the order of psec, the evolution becomes x 2 ∼ t, as is expected for the long-time behavior. While this crossover is smooth at lower temperatures for fixed χ , or at lower electron-phonon couplings for fixed T , when increasing T or χ an anomalous behavior is observed, consisting of a sublinear diffusion and a plateau preceding the expected x 2 ∼ t long-time behavior. This anomalous diffusive behavior has been attributed to vibrational hot spots of DNA dynamics due to nonlinear excitations [49] . Vibrational hot spots represent finite temperature breathers [57] [58] [59] [60] , i.e., intrinsic localized modes in homogeneous periodic systems, due to nonlinearity. It has been shown that, when the lattice Hamiltonian, Eq. (2), is linearized, then the absence of vibrational hot spots is accompanied by the disappearance of both the anomalous diffusive properties [49] and an enhanced charge trapping observed at the microscopic level [21] .
Ballistic behavior always appears at the beginning, up to times of a few fsec. This is expected, as the characteristic time scale of charge motionh/t c is of the order of fsec. This is the time scale for the transport of a charge in an adjacent site, where it can sense the dynamical disorder of the lattice. It is known that when there is no disorder a tight-binding charge exhibits a ballistic motion in one dimension with x 2 = (2l 2 t 2 c /h 2 )t 2 , where l is the lattice constant. Whether the transition from the ballistic behavior to the expected diffusive long-time behavior is smooth or anomalous, it depends on a combination of T and χ . For exhibiting anomalous diffusion, relatively high temperatures are necessary for the existence of vibrational hot spots, but also the value of electron-phonon coupling controls the way that the charge feels the fluctuating environment [see the last term of Eq. (7)]. The anomalous diffusion, when present, appears up to times of the order of 0.1 or 1 psec, in accordance with the observed trapping of a charge between hot spots [21] .
The diffusion coefficient D is obtained through the longtime behavior of x 2 (t) , at the psec time scale, where x 2 ∼ t. Since the charge transport is one-dimensional in this model, it is expected that for relatively large t, x 2 (t) depends linearly on time as x 2 = 2Dt. Numerically calculated values of D, from the slope of x 2 (t) for large t, are presented in Fig. 2 with points. Figure 2 depicts the diffusion coefficient as a function of temperature for various values of electron-phonon coupling χ . Note the logarithmic scale of the y axis in this plot. It can be seen that going from low temperatures of the order of 10 K to room temperatures, the diffusion coefficient decreases by a few orders of magnitude. The decrease is stronger for smaller values of χ .
The variation of the diffusion coefficient with temperature can be described either by a power-law-modified exponential,
or by a stretched exponential [49] ,
where T is given in K in both expressions dashed lines. Both expressions describe well the numerical data. From various statistical measures of fittings, like the χ 2 , the correlation coefficient, or the Theil U coefficient, it is obtained that Eq. (10) provides in most cases a better fitting than Eq. (11). In particular, the power-law-modified exponential gives a more accurate fitting for all values of χ apart from the cases χ = 1.0 eV/Å and χ = 1.3 eV/Å where the stretched exponential is better. Figure 3 presents the variation of the parameters p, T 1 , and C of the D(T ) expression in Eq. (10) with the electron-phonon coupling χ . The exponent p has values close to 1. It increases from 0.7 to 1.3 as χ increases from 0.3 to 1.3 eV/Å and then remains almost constant for further increasing χ . The exponential decay T 1 increases by almost a factor of 10, while the preexponential coefficient C decreases by more than 10 times, when χ is varied from 0.3 to 2.3 eV/Å. Figure 4 shows that the exponent β s of the stretched exponential expression, Eq. (11), monotonically decreases from about 0.65 to 0.1, as χ is varied from 0.3 to 2.3 eV/Å. The values of the exponents p and β s in Eqs. (10) and (11), respectively, depend on the electron-phonon coupling constant, as is demonstrated in Figs. 3 (top panel) and 4 . Especially the stretched exponential exponent shows a significant change with the electron-phonon coupling. As regards the potentials describing the DNA structural dynamics in Hamiltonian (2), it has been shown in Ref. [49] that a linearized stacking interaction W has little effect on the relation D(T ). On the contrary, linearizing the on-site potential V drastically affects the D(T ) dependence.
For χ = 0.6 eV/Å, it has been found that when the lattice Hamiltonian, Eq. (2) when the structural dynamics is described merely by linear interactions, where energy localization in vibrational hot spots is absent, then the main effect is that T 1 increases to infinity.
Note here that different types of coherent polaronic propagation, like drifting or hopping, have been obtained in certain regimes of the χ -T parameter space of the studied model [22] . One could expect that these qualitatively different mechanisms of polaron transport may be reflected in the D(T ) behavior. However, in the present work the calculated mean-squared displacement concerns the diffusion of the initial state δ n,0 and not the coherent motion of a charge carrier forming a polaron. These two initial conditions can follow completely different time courses [22] . Therefore the results presented here regarding the diffusion coefficient and its dependencies do not directly apply to the case of polaronic transport, but they are valid in the case of a diffusive charge carrier initially localized at a single base pair.
Other systems of quantum diffusive particles coupled to fluctuating classical components also show a decrease of the diffusion coefficient with temperature [61] . In that case the classical lattice consists of anharmonic interactions between nearest neighbors and the electron-phonon coupling comes through an exponential dependence of the hopping transfer integral on the relative displacement of adjacent atoms.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The dependence of the diffusion coefficient on the temperature and the electron-phonon coupling constant has been quantified for a DNA charge transport model, where charge carriers interact with anharmonic thermal fluctuations of base-pair openings. Diffusion coefficients are numerically calculated through the long-time behavior of mean-squared displacement. Charge propagation is described within a tightbinding approximation, where its on-site energy linearly depends on local base-pair stretchings. Base-pair dynamics in DNA is obtained using the PBD model, while thermal fluctuations at finite temperatures are provided through a Langevin description.
The diffusion coefficient decreases by increasing temperature for a fixed value of electron-phonon coupling or by increasing electron-phonon coupling at a fixed temperature. An extended regime of electron-phonon coupling constants has been investigated: from 0.3 eV/Å, at the weak coupling limit, to 2.3 eV/Å, at the strong coupling limit. Temperatures vary from 10 to 350 K. The temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient can be described either by a power-lawmodified exponential or by a stretched exponential formula. In the former case, the variation of the parameters of the corresponding relation with the electron-phonon coupling constant has been presented. In particular, as the coupling increases from 0.3 to 2.3 eV/Å, the exponent shows a slight increase and a saturation, remaining always close to 1, while the exponential decay and the preexponential coefficient present a significant rise and drop, respectively, by an order of magnitude. In the latter case, it has been shown that the stretched exponential exponent presents a remarkable variation with the electron-phonon coupling constant, taking into account that the range of values of this parameter is from 0 to 1.
This work presents calculations of the diffusion coefficient in DNA homopolymers. However, heteropolymer DNA sequences can be also studied and the dependence of the diffusion coefficient on the base-pair sequence could be addressed within the model used. To this end, any particular base-pair sequence would be reflected on the parameter values of both H charge and H lattice Hamiltonians in Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively. In the former case, estimates of hopping transfer integrals t c are available for all possible combinations of adjacent base pairs (see Table 3 in Ref. [51] ). In the latter case, the PBD model can distinguish base-pair sequence variations through the use of different parameters of the Morse potential (3) for A-T or G-C base pairs [36] , as well as through the use of sequence-dependent parameters for the stacking potential (4) [39] . For example, preliminary calculations considering only the variation of the Morse parameters with the sequence, and ignoring the sequence dependence of t c and of the stacking potential W [62], show that for χ = 1 eV/Å at T = 300 K a poly(GGGT)-poly(ACCC) DNA sequence has a diffusion coefficient D = 0.04 cm 2 /sec, while a poly(GT)-poly(AC) DNA sequence has D = 0.03 cm 2 /sec and a poly(T)-poly(A) DNA sequence has D = 0.02 cm 2 /sec. A more detailed investigation of the base-pair sequence dependence of the diffusion coefficient will be presented elsewhere.
Quantifying the variations of measurable macroscopic quantities with external parameters, like the temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient presented here, also in other charge-structural dynamics coupled DNA models (using different base motions and electron-phonon couplings), is important for future comparison with appropriate experiments on DNA conductivity, not available yet, in order to clarify the structural fluctuations and the coupling mechanism(s) pertinent to charge transport in DNA. Further, results providing the dependence on intrinsic parameters, like the electronphonon coupling constant (as shown in Figs. 3 and 4) , can lead to estimates of their values. Knowing the value of the relevant parameters is important for designing appropriate applications.
